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The increase in the cereal spike crops yield capacity under the current change of the climatic conditions in Ukraine will have a 

positive tendency in the nearest future, but the sustainable grain production under sharp weather fluctuations is possible only 

with the improvement of the agro-technological systems. The pre-sowing seed treatment with chemical synthesis pesticides 

remains the main method in the agricultural industry today. However, the pesticides inevitably have a negative influence on 

the ecosystem of any level. A more environmentally friendly method of seed treatment under the intensive technology is the 

combination of the microwave seed irradiation and seed incrustation with the plant growth regulators that provide an increase 

in the cereal crops yield capacity up to 15–20 %. It is possible to reduce the negative influence of chemical measures on the 

quality of the cereal crops seeds by using for the seed treatment a mixture of a treatment agent with the preparations having 

the stimulating properties. The most promising among all physical methods of the pre-sowing seed treatment is the microwave 

technology which suppresses the entire complex of the seed infection and can become an alternative to the chemical method 

of plant protection. The universal character and practical importance of MW technologies in combination with the growth 

regulating substances consist not only in the increase in the yield capacity of the field crops, but also in reducing the technogenic 

load on the environment. The peculiarity of EMF of EHF application in the agricultural production is the necessity to take into 

account the specific electro-physical, technological and biological properties of the crops, which high heterogeneity greatly 

influences the action of the electromagnetic energy and the final result. 
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Introduction 
Increasing the crop yield capacity and improving the product quality are one of the most important tasks for agricultural 

scientists in many countries all around the world. Cereal crops form the basis of the agricultural production. They are the most 

valuable and most common in the world among all field crops. The cereals and legumes make up about 70% in the structure 

of food products. Grain production in the world is increasing mainly due to the improvement of varietal resources and the 

modernization of zonal technologies for growing cereals, including wheat, barley, rye, and oats.  

Wheat always has been and still remains the leading grain crop in the world and in Ukraine. The total area under this crop 

occupies about 240 million hectares in the world and 7 million hectares in Ukraine. In 2017 the world wheat production 

amounted to about 750.1 million tons, and in Ukraine it was 21 million tons. It is natural that wheat is a staple food product in 

43 countries with a population of more than 1 billion people (Adamenko, 2008).  

The total share of Ukraine in the world production of spring barley grain is about 8.2 % (Sajko, 1997). Barley is an indispensable 

component for the production of mixed feed and raw materials for the food and brewing industries.  

In Ukraine the stable grain production in the second half of the 1990s was characterised by an average annual bulk yield of 50–

52 million tons, which is almost 1000 kg per capita (Babich et al., 1994). However, the sharp climatic changes (mostly in the form 

of temperature rise, a tendency that has been observed in the last two decades) have led to fluctuations in agro-meteorological 

conditions for growing cereal crops. During the droughts of 2008–2009 the world wheat grain production decreased 

significantly. The drought in these years has affected the countries that are the main exporters of grain, namely Australia, 

Argentina, Brazil, Canada, and Eastern Europe as well as Ukraine. As a result the global demand for food grains has increased. 
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Only during the last seven years the food grain shortage has constituted 310 million tons on the average (Sajko, 2008). 

Therefore, grain production has been and still remains a priority in agricultural development. 

The world experience shows that in the countries with high levels of agro-technical support the increase in grain yield reaches 

a critical limit. The use of “intensive” technologies in agricultural crop production since the 1980s of the last century has led to 

a sharpening of the contradictions between the economy and the environment. The intensive application of pesticides and 

mineral fertilizers in agriculture, including chemicals for the pre-sowing seed treatment, and increasing the productivity of 

plants inevitably cause a number of undesirable effects of ecological and economic characters.  

One of the obligatory elements of the technological process of cultivating cereal crops, which affects the increase in the yield 

and quality of crop production, is the pre-sowing treatment of seeds with chemical and biological products of different origin. 

But today in Ukraine the problem of seed sanitation and selection of the most viable biotypes with high productive properties 

by the pre-sowing treatment with the ecologically friendly methods have not yet been solved. 

The search for new alternative methods for seed disinfection in order to reduce the negative influence of agrochemicals on the 

environment has been recently carried out in Ukraine and abroad. The physical methods such as the treatment with ozone, 

microwave and ultrasonic radiation, etc. are of great interest (Shevchenko et al., 2007). 

One of the most ecologically friendly and cost-effective methods of pre-sowing seed treatment is irradiation with extra-high 

frequency microwave field (MWF of EHF). Along with the physical method of seed treatment with the microwave field, the plant 

growth regulators and biological preparations which are used to increase the resistance of plants to the adverse factors and 

the yield capacity of many crops have become widespread in the agricultural practice (Anishin, 2002).  

 

Material and methods 
Modern literature sources on methods of disinfection of wheat and barley seeds from pathogens are analyzed. 

 

Results 
Peculiarities of modern technologies of winter wheat and spring barley cultivation in the Eastern Forest-Steppe Zone of Ukraine 

Cereal crops form the basis of human food production. The cereals are the most valuable and most common crops among all 

other field crops in the world where there is the crop farming. According to the sowing area, wheat occupies the first place in 

the world, and rice ranks the second place (Sajko et al., 1994).  

Obtaining high and stable grain yields depends on a number of factors and techniques needed to grow crops, beginning from 

soil preparation and sowing to harvesting.  

Different technologies of winter wheat and spring barley cultivation are used in the modern plant growing of Ukraine; the most 

known of them are the intensive, resource-saving, biological (organic) and No-till ones.  

It is the structure of the technology that influences the economic indices, the ecological situation and the soil condition. The 

main elements of cereal crops cultivation technologies are scientifically grounded crop rotations, the use of high-productive, 

adapted to the specific environmental conditions, resistant to lodging and seed shedding varieties as well as providing the 

plants with nutrients and protecting them from the diseases, pests and weeds (Bojko & Kovalenko, 2007) All agro-technical 

techniques of spike crops cultivation should be rigidly differentiated depending on the soil and climatic conditions of the 

growing zone (Samdelle & Read, 1968). 

The optimum selection of the best predecessors in crop rotation and their alternation allow regulating the nutritional and water 

regimes of the soil, which have a positive influence on the yield capacity and grain quality (Orel & Bojko, 1975). 

High and stable winter wheat yields in the Forest-Steppe Zone are provided by such predecessors in crop rotation as the fallow 

lands, perennial grasses for one mowing, vetch and oats mixtures for the green fodder and hay, corn for the green fodder, and 

peas for grain. It is also possible to sow cereals after buckwheat, oats, and sunflower.  

Due to the proper placement of spring barley in the crop rotation, its yield capacity increases up to 37 % on the average (Pikush 

& Bondarenko, 1985). The best predecessors in crop rotation on the black soil are the hoed crops, namely sugar beet or corn 

for grain. It is not desirable to reseed brewing barley with the perennial legumes, as this leads to an increase in the protein 

content and a decrease in the starch content in the grain (Lebed et al., 1992). 

Improving the productivity of modern winter wheat and spring barley varieties in the conditions of unstable moisture depends 

on the rational use of mineral fertilizers. The terms and rates of the fertilizers applying are adjusted to weather conditions and 

vegetation phases. The optimum ratio of the separate elements is determined taking into account the agrochemical properties 

of the soil and the coefficients of nutrient removal by the cultivated plants (Melnik & Trocenko, 2008).  

According to the scientific data the share of the fertilizers in the yield formation is 30–40%, which is much higher than the share 

of the seeds, plant protection measures or soil tillage (Anbessa et al., 2009). 

When growing according to the intensive agricultural technology, winter wheat requires more nitrogen fertilizers than other 

crops. The potassium fertilizers in the whole amount, the main part of phosphorous fertilizers and 20–30 % of nitrogen 

fertilizers from their total amount are applied before the basic tillage of the soil, since under their simultaneous embedding the 

efficiency increases 1,5 times in comparison with their separate application (Avramenko et al., 2016).  

Due to the significant leakage of the nutrients into the deeper soil layers the conducting of spring nitrogen fertilization of winter 

crops at a total rate of 100–130 kg/ha of active substance is a very important and obligatory measure (Lihochvor, 2006).  

To obtain the winter wheat grain meeting the requirements of 1–2 grades of quality, the optimum nitrogen nutrition at the 

beginning of the growing season and especially during the period when the intensive protein synthesis in the caryopsis is taking 

place is necessary. The basic application of the fertilizers and early spring nourishment contribute to the increase in the yield, 

but in most cases they do not provide plants with nitrogen enough to form high protein grains. It is possible to improve the 
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grain quality due to the additional foliar fertilizing of plants with a solution of urea or urea and ammonia mixture at the rate of 

N15-N20, which allows to increase the content of crude gluten by 1,0–1,5 %. (Popov et al., 2014).  

Spring barley is very fastidious as for the soil fertility, which is explained by the short vegetation period (up to 100 days) and the 

super-fast assimilation of nutrients, as well as by the underdeveloped root system with the low assimilation of inaccessible 

forms of nutrient compounds especially in the initial periods of growth and development. Therefore, an important condition 

for the intensive growth and development of the plants is their sufficient supply with the readily soluble compounds of nutrients 

at the initial stages of ontogenesis and application of the fertilizers under the barley crops beginning from the sprouting and to 

the stalk shooting. 

Mainly simple mineral fertilizers such as ammonium nitrate, urea, ammonia water, ammonized superphosphate, and also the 

compound fertilizers, namely nitro-ammophoska, super-agro and others are applied into the soil under the spring barley crops 

before the pre-sowing tillage. The compound mineral fertilizers have the advantage when applying into the rows simultaneously 

with the sowing. For this purpose nitro-ammophoska, super-agro, nitrophoska, ammophoska and other fertilizers are applied. 

The compound mineral fertilizers of a pair combination (super-agro of N20P10 brand, ammophos of N12P50 brand, and 

ammophosphate N16P20 brand and others) are applied in the soils with high content of the exchange potassium (Lihochvor, 

2006). 

The application of nitrogen at the early phases of plant development contributes to the accumulation of carbohydrates in the 

grain, and later (from the ear formation phase to the ripening one) it contributes to the accumulation of protein. But according 

to some authors any rate of nitrogen increases the protein content in the grain more than the yield capacity, especially on the 

black soil (Secnjak & Kindruk, 1984). But other authors consider that nitrogen fertilizers are the most effective on the black soils 

(Reddy et al., 1986). Thus, with sufficient moisture the yield capacity increases sharply and the quality of the grain changes 

slightly; and in the years of droughts the reverse process is observed. Low rates of fertilizers help to increase the grain size, 

which is important for its brewing properties (Shurley, 1987). The main task of soil tillage for the winter crops in the arid 

conditions of the autumn period is the accumulation and preservation of 20–30 mm of productive moisture in the arable layer 

of the soil in order to obtain even seedlings and subsequent tillering (Belaev et al., 1985). 

The modern soil tillage systems are an important component of the cultivation technology. The exacerbation of the 

environmental problems in Ukraine and in several countries of the world dictates the necessity to look for the alternative crop 

farming methods. These are the transitional systems of crop farming, namely the grain, green manure, rotation cropping 

system, and grassland ones (Belaev et al., 1985). The saturation of crop rotations with the cereal crops which is characteristic 

of the intensive technologies, has led to a significant decrease in the soil fertility, weed infestation of the crops, and deterioration 

of the water regime of nourishment (Kravchenko et al., 2004). Surface soil tillage facilitates the more intensive work of cellulose-

destroying bacteria, which increases the formation of the available nutrients for the plants, and therefore increases the reserves 

of the productive moisture and nutrients in the soil through the crop residues left in the field. At the same time the economic 

and energy indices of productivity are improving, but the crop infestation with the weeds, especially with the perennial offset 

weeds is increasing (Gulidova, 2001). 

In the system of basic soil tillage for the spring barley crops the ploughing at the depth of 20–22 cm is carried out immediately 

after harvesting of the predecessor, namely the hoed crops; and the preceding soil disking is necessary after growing corn for 

grain aimed at better embedding of the crop residues (Matveev et al., 2003). After the soil mellowness in the spring the 

harrowing is done in order to save the water in the soil and then the pre-sowing tillage is carried out in the case of spring barley. 

It is very important to prepare the soil for sowing in a quality and timely manner; it is an important element of the resource-

saving technologies (Fyodorova et al., 1989).  The pre-sowing soil tillage for all crops, and especially for the early-spring crops, 

should contribute to the maximum preservation of water and the destruction of weeds (Popov et al., 2007). 

The proper selection of a variety takes an important place in the technology of growing winter wheat and spring barley in the 

conditions of the Forest–Steppe Zone of Ukraine. By selecting the most valuable varieties it is possible to significantly improve 

the yield capacity and quality of winter wheat grain (Fyodorova et al., 1989; Sherbakov, 1998).  

For the successful cultivation of spring barley it is necessary that the selected variety should have a number of characteristics 

that correspond to the soil and climatic conditions of the zone (drought resistance, length of the vegetation period, disease 

resistance, resistance to lodging, plant height) (Kirichenko et al., 2002).  

To obtain the high yields of winter wheat and spring barley it is necessary to provide the optimum number of plants and 

productive stems per unit area, which is achieved by the appropriate seeding rate depending on the cultivation area, the level 

of crop farming culture, the rate of fertilizers, soil fertility, variety and other factors (Fyodorova et al., 1989). The optimum plant 

density and sufficient number of nutrients in the soil are the most important conditions on which the sowing productivity 

depends (Musatov et al., 1980). It is known that the optimum seeding rate for the Forest–Steppe Zone is 4.0–5.0 million 

pieces/ha, but it can vary from 3.5 to 5.5 million pieces/ha. The seeding rate of spring barley in production varies from 3.0 to 

7.0 million pieces/ha depending on many factors (Fyodorova et al., 1989). Timely sowing provides the most favourable 

conditions for the development of plants and the use of all factors in order to obtain a high grain yield with the best quality 

indices (Skidan et al.,  2005). Over the past 10 years the tendencies regarding the rise in temperature have accelerated. 

According to the Kharkiv Regional Center for Hydrometeorology the average daily temperature in the region over the 17 past 

years has increased by 0.7–2.5 оС depending on the month in comparison with the average data for the period of 1951–1993. 

The average daily air temperature in July–November (especially in October and November) also increased significantly during 

the above-mentioned period. A rise in the sum of effective temperatures (above +10 °C) ranges from 5.1 °C in July to 103.7 °C 

in August. During the periods of sowing, sprouting and autumn development of winter plants (September–October) this index 

was 22–35 оС above the norm (Popov et al., 2007). 
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In this connection the optimum sowing dates for winter wheat have shifted to a later period: from the 5th to the 20th of 

September, and the admissible dates are until the 25th of September (Popov et al., 2007). The sowing of spring barley begins 

early in the spring when the mellowness of the soil is reached. One day delay from the optimum time leads to a shortage of 

0.05–0.1 t/ha of grain, and in the arid spring the shortage increases by 2–3 times (Popov et al., 2007). 

The integrated plant protection from the weeds, pests and diseases is one of the priority tasks of the agricultural techniques 

complex that provides the fullest usage of the biological and climatic potential and genetic possibilities of the variety (Gorban, 

2013). Its basic principles are as follows: 

– high level of agricultural technology which provides the formation of healthy plants; 

– use of varieties resistant to the adverse conditions;  

– taking into account the economic thresholds of harmfulness.  

This fact gives the opportunity to narrow the gap between the potential and actual plant productivity. The introduction of the 

integrated protection system provides obtaining the additional high quality grain yield up to 0.5–1.6 t/ha while reducing the 

application of chemicals by 15–30. At the same time the application of the biological stimulants is advisable (Gorban, 2013).  

The methods for the protection of winter wheat and barley spring agro-biocoenosis are being sought; they suggest a significant 

reduction in the pesticide application. Thus, in the researches regarding the Myronivska 61 variety (1992–1995) the pesticide 

protection system (5 chemicals) provided an increase in the yield by 0.77 t/ha, and an alternative system (the use of the growth 

regulators and biological preparations AGAT-25, Biomix, Rizoplane and Tour as well as the Dialen herbicide) not only reduced 

the growth, but also provided its increase of up to 1.08 t/ha (Derecha & Dazhuk, 1997).  

According to the Myroniv Institute of Wheat named after V.M. Remeslo of the National Academy of Agricultural Sciences the 

yield capacity under the common technology (without applying pesticides) was 5.79 t/ha, and under the intensive technology 

(7 chemicals) it increased up to 6.92 t/ha, and under the resource-saving technology, when two pesticides were used, the yield 

capacity decreased by only 0.22 t/ha and amounted to 6,7 t/ha (Kisel, 1997). The research carried out by V.V. Likhochvor showed 

that in 1991–1993 while using the intensive technology, the yield capacity was 7,23 t/ha on the average, and while using the 

resource-saving technology it was 7.16 t/ha (Lihochvor, 1993). 

In the latter technology the rate of the fertilizers is reduced by half, and only the chemical preparations Dialen and Retardant 

Tour have been applied.  The most important feature of the intensive technologies today is the biologization of the technological 

processes; it is the use of the crop rotation opportunities, variety, rational fertilization system, integrated plant protection, soil 

preparation depending on its fertility, as well as the use of plant growth regulators (Kisel, 1997). The pre-sowing seeds 

infestation with the chemical plant protection agents or seed treatment is one of the obligatory elements of all technologies of 

growing the cereal crops in the Eastern Forest–Steppe Zone of Ukraine. Seed treatment is an effective way of protecting plants 

from the seed and soil infections, and at early stages of plant development it is a measure preventing the aerogenic infection 

(Retman, 1998). However, as a number of the results of the scientific researches and the experience of their practical use 

indicate, the chemical measures of protection should be limited, and they can be used only if objectively necessary (Popov et 

al., 2014).  

Over the last 30 years the significant increase in the yield capacity of the agricultural crops while using the intensive technologies 

has led to a threatening environmental problem, namely a contradiction between the economy and the environment. The 

widespread application of the fertilizers and chemicals for the protection of plants against the pests, diseases and weeds has 

caused the environmental pollution, and as a result there were the deterioration of the quality of the crop production and a 

negative impact on human health (Lihochvor, Petrichenko, 2006). In this connection today the pre-sowing seed treatment is 

one of the most important methods directed at the relatively smaller number of the applied active substances providing the 

necessary crop protection and it has the greatest protective effect against a wide range of the pathogens and insect pests.  

The pre-sowing seed treatment is interesting not only from the standpoint of economy, but also it is interesting from the 

standpoint of ecology: in comparison with spraying the area under cultivation is significantly reduced. For example 10,000 m2 

of soil is processed when spraying 1 hectare; at the same time the active substances are applied in a continuous manner while 

under the soil treatment the area is significantly reduced. In addition the seed treatment influences the objects not having a 

special purpose to a less extent; it is not wind-blown, that is, less weather dependent and is an important element of the 

integrated plant protection. At the same time despite all the advantages over other methods of pesticide application, the pre-

sowing treatment of seeds with the chemical disinfectants remains a source of the environmental pollution in Ukraine. 

Theoretical bases, tasks and development of technologies of pre sowing seed treatment in Ukraine 

The history of the world agriculture shows that fungi, bacterial and viral diseases, weeds, harmful insects and nematodes can 

dramatically reduce the gross production and product quality, and in some cases even completely destroy the crop. According 

to FAO the world crop losses of basic crops caused by the harmful organisms amount to 21 % regarding the diseases; the losses 

caused by the pests constitute 11 %, and in the case of weeds this figure reaches 24 % (Sekun et al., 2007). 

In Ukraine, the average annual crop losses caused by the diseases, pests and weeds make up 20–30 %; in the case of wheat it 

is 27 %. Therefore, even partial loss prevention is an important factor in significant improvement of the crop productivity. 

According to the Institute of Plant Protection of the National Academy of Agrarian Sciences of Ukraine, the fungi of the 

Alternaria, Fusarium, Drechslera, Bipolaris, Penicillium genera and others are present on the seeds (Yevtushenka & Maryutin, 

2001). Very often there are two or more types of fungi on one seed, but the features of their development are quite different, 

so they do not allow introducing the thresholds of harmfulness (Gorban, 2013). 

The phytosanitary situation is so unpredictable that to leave the seeds thrown into the soil without treatment, means to brush 

60–70% of the future yield aside. The pathogenic organisms that are capable of generating a number of plant diseases at the 

initial stage of plant development and growth, most notably bacterioses and mycoses, cause the most significant losses to the 

farmer (Lisovyj, 1999). 
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For the first time the seed treatment (probably with sodium chloride) against Common smut of wheat was described by Remnet 

in 1637. In 1733 Briton Tell mentioned the treatment of cereal crops seed with the salty seawater. It happened by accident. In 

1660 a ship carrying a load of wheat sank near Bristol. Some of the grain was rescued but, since it had been soaked in the salt 

water, it was not ground into flour, but used as the sowing material. So the peasants noticed a profitable difference between 

“salty” and ordinary crops (Fokin, 2009). 

In addition to copper, mercury compounds and formaldehyde, quite a large number of the chemical compounds (acids, alkalis, 

salts of light and heavy metals, phenols, cresols, resins, organic paints, and the substances that released active chlorine) were 

used as the treatment agents. On the 1st of September 1926 the “Plant Protection Service” of Germany made a list of 14 trade 

marks deserving the attention (in general, the Germans began to hold such a competition since 1923). Essentially, it was the 

first recommended list of the treatment agents, a prototype of our domestic “List…” (Perelik pesticidiv…., 2018). 

Dry, semi-dry, wet seeds and wet treated seeds are used in practice depending on the preparation, the biology of the pathogen, 

the structure and other features of the seeds (Fokin, 2009). 

The dry disinfection is the uniform application of dry powdered preparations to the seed surface. The advantages of this method 

are the easiness of execution and the disadvantages are the poor technical efficiency due to poor adhesion of the treatment 

agent to the seed and keeping on it. This method is the most ecologically dangerous and leads to the significant environmental 

pollution (Prishepa, 1998). 

The semi-dry treatment is the application of water suspensions or disinfectant solutions to the surface of the seeds at the rate 

of 20–30 L/t, followed by 3–4 hours of soaking, ventilation and drying. The advantage is the high efficiency of infection 

elimination and the disadvantages are the increase in water content in the seed, considerable labour intensity and low 

productivity (Prishepa, 1998). 

The wet treatment involves strong moistening or soaking in a liquid (solution, suspension, or emulsion) of the treatment agent, 

followed by    2-hour soaking, ventilation, and drying. The advantage of this method is the high technical efficiency, and the 

disadvantages are the necessity for further drying, and high labour intensity (Prishepa, 1998). 

Nowadays in many countries of the world the seed treatment is not only a necessary but also a legally obligatory measure of 

agricultural crops protection. According to the Irish experts up to 50% of winter wheat seedlings in the region die because of 

the root rots since they were not treated before sowing (Strona, 1984). 

The treatment with the modern preparations makes it possible to disinfect the seed from the external and internal infection, 

protect it and the seedlings from the soil pathogens, as well as to reduce the negative effect of traumatic injury due to the 

activation of its protective properties and prevent the pathogens development (Fokin, 2009). 

Back in the 80’s of the last century, unlike the existing technologies of the pre-sowing seed treatment, more ecologically-friendly 

technologies were developed. The technology of the pre-sowing seed treatment called “incrustation” was developed at the Plant 

Production Institute named after V.Ya. Yuryev. It combined the treatment itself and creation of a protective seed coat 

(Dindorogo & Strona, 1989) The efficiency of treatment under this technology is substantiated not only by the influence of the 

treatment agent, but also by the formation of a protective coating on the surface of the seed, which prevents the access of soil 

microorganisms to the seeds through the micro-trauma of the endosperm or germ. 

According to the authors of the researches carried out using the Vitavax 200 FF and Raxil Extra seed treatment agents, the 

development of root rots at the stage of autumn tillering of winter wheat in the cases without any treatment was higher than 

the economic threshold of harmfulness (ETH); it was in the range of 18,5–19,7 %. In the arid years in the cases when using the 

Vitavax 200 FF and Raxil Extra treatment agents this figure was lower by 15–34 % respectively, and in the humid years it was 

60–65 % lower. Thus, when sowing the treated seeds, the development of root rots was lower or close to the economic 

threshold of harmfulness (Krasilovec et al., 2014). Some researchers point out that the fungicides contribute to the growth and 

development of plants, while others in their work show a negative influence of systemic fungicides on germination and the 

intensity of the initial plant growth (Batalov et al., 1989). M.I. Zazimko and others indicate that during the researches carried 

out for 11 years with 47 field experiments, only 12 of them gave the significant increase in the crop yields after the pre-sowing 

treatment of winter wheat seeds (Zazimko et al., 1996). At the same time the treatment agents provide quite effective protection 

of plants at the beginning of the vegetation period but remaining a source of the environmental pollution; they are absorbed 

by the grain and stored products and have a negative affect on human health (Babayanc, 2014). 

According to a number of authors the use of chemicals for the pre-sowing seed treatment inhibits the vital activity of the germ, 

weakens the productivity of plants and creates an environment for lowering the immunity during the vegetation period 

(Babayanc, 2014). Such measures are not compatible with the environment and the quality of food products. Therefore, the 

problem of developing and researching new ecologically friendly methods for the pre-sowing seed treatment allowing to 

minimize the energy costs and to achieve an increase in the yield capacity is still quite urgent. Particularly in Ukraine, almost all 

territory of which is declared a zone of environmental disaster, the widespread use of chemicals can lead to the unpredictable 

results (Storchous, 2013). 

In practice there is a separation of the pre-sowing treatment methods depending on the functions they perform. To activate 

the growth processes in the seeds the electro-physical methods are used; to remove the viral infections and at the same time 

to improve the sowing qualities the thermo-chemical methods are used; to sanitise the seeds from the fungal and bacterial 

pathogens the chemical method is preferred (Zubova, 2013). Among the ecologically friendly methods of the pre-sowing seed 

treatment are the thermal methods that are applied to the seeds of different agricultural crops in order to increase their 

germination and reduce the infection caused by the pathogenic microflora. This type of action includes the hydrothermal 

treatment of seeds and stratification (keeping the seeds at a constant temperature for a long period). Due to the heat treatment 

of seeds (1–2 hours at a temperature of 70–80 °C) their infection with the virus, alternaria blight, bacteriosis and phomosis 

decreases; the germinating power and sprouting energy increase. 
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The seed treatment with the heated steam at a temperature of 150 °C also improves the germinating power. But the 

disadvantage of the thermal method is the processing time of the sowing material (from several hours to several months), as 

well as the high energy intensity and multistage process (Kirichenko et al., 2009). The photo-energy methods, which are used 

to stimulate the growth processes, are applied both to the seeds and to the vegetative plants. The pre-sowing seed treatment 

with the pulsed focused solar irradiation increases the yield capacity up to 11 %, and treatment of the vegetative plants 

increases the intensity of the photosynthetic processes (Dubrov, 1963). The photo-energetic methods also include laser 

treatment of the plant seeds during the vegetation period (Kratzsch et al., 1997). 

There are also other ecologically friendly, highly effective methods of the seed treatment. They are low-frequency electro-

magnetic field (the Tbilisi State University); pulse concentrated sunlight (the Kazakh Agricultural Institute); infrared radiation 

(the Siberian Research Institute of Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture); hydrogen and plasma treatment (VSRI of 

Agricultural Electrification); gradient magnetic field (Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, APhI), and others (Sherbakov, 2002); 

extra high frequency (EHF) of microwave field irradiation (MFI) (the Odessa Selection and Genetic Institute, the Kharkiv National 

Technical University of Radioelectronics and the Plant Production Institute named after V.Ya. Yuryev of NAAS) (Bezpalko, 2016). 

The effect of the EMF of EHF range on the agricultural crops seed leads to the activation of biosynthesis processes and the 

accelerated cell division processes, as well as to the restoration of the connection and functions disturbed by the diseases 

(Pushkina et al., 2012). 

The advantages of using the microwave energy in agriculture are explained by the selectivity of the conversion of the 

electromagnetic energy into the thermal one, by greater depth of the field penetration, efficiency and economy (Pushkina et 

al., 2012). The method is ecologically safe because the irradiation absorbed by the treated plant directly influences the processes 

of the plant vital activity, but at the same time no ecologically harmful substances get into the environment (Shamgunov & 

Stepura, 2017). Depending on the irradiation rate applied to the seeds, the enzyme reactions can cause both stimulatory and 

inhibitory effects. The stimulating rates accelerate the growth, and change the physical and chemical state of the cells, the air-

tightness of the seed coat and other metabolic reactions. Overrates cause the disruption of the intracellular structures, which 

requires some cost to restore them (Shamgunov & Stepura, 2017). 

The mechanism of energy transmission by the electric and magnetic fields is associated with the free and bound water in the 

seed, which are the receiver and transmitter of the irradiation energy. The peculiarity of the water activated with the magnetic 

field is the presence of freely directed energy with the random nature of changes in magnitude and frequency in it. The method 

of the pre-sowing seed treatment with MWF of EHF is founded (based) on the stimulation of the regulatory system of the germ, 

which allows removing the seeds from the state of physical rest, resulting in the accelerated cell division during germination of 

the seeds. The treatment of cereal crops seeds with the EHF rays is considered to be one of the most promising agricultural 

measures that stimulates the plant growth and development, increases plant resistance to stress factors, and increases the soil 

nutrient utilization coefficient, which leads to the increase in the yield capacity (Hasanov et al., 2010). 

When an object is subjected to the action of a high-frequency electromagnetic field, a process with a significant heat release 

occurs in it due to the phenomenon of dielectric polarization, which makes a stimulating effect on the seed during its treatment 

(Cuglenok et al., 2003). The seed moisture helps to increase the level of selective absorption of moisture by the seeds proper 

and by the parasitic microorganisms that are inside the seed; these microorganisms have stronger absorption capacity and 

they absorb the moisture flowing along the capillaries dozen times more rapidly than the intracellular seed structures. At the 

same time they swell, their humidity reaches 80–90 %, while the moisture content in the seeds does not increase, but remains 

at the previous level. The electromagnetic processing of such seeds selectively warms the moistened microorganisms, because 

due to the high heating rate, the temperature of any biological object, regardless of its size, increases in proportion to its 

humidity (Cuglenok, 2003). According to the basic idea of seed disinfection with the energy of HF and EHF fields, the properties 

of the seeds and parasitic phyto-pathogens are separated when moistening them (Cuglenok, 2003). 

The pre-sowing treatment of wheat seeds with EHF has provided an increase in the yield capacity by 23 % and at the same time 

the seeds were completely rendered the sanitary from the fusariosis infection in comparison with the control (the untreated 

seeds) and standard (the seeds treated with the fungicides). When treating the barley seed there is three times reduction in the 

leaf-blight helminthosporiosis infection in comparison with the control (Cuglenok et al., 2003). 

The combination of the ultrasonic seed treatment at the initial stage and subsequent treatment with EMF of EHF increases the 

humidity, germinating power and sprouting energy due to the ultrasound; it also reduces the infestation and stimulates the 

seed growth quality due to EMF of EHF. The use of this method of treatment allows refusing the use of the chemicals harmful 

both to the environment and human beings (Zubova, 2013). 

Formation of yield and quality of winter wheat and spring barley under different methods of pre-sowing seed treatment 

Increasing the productivity of cereal crops and obtaining environmentally friendly products requires the improvement of the 

cultivation technology, especially in the system of plant protection against the harmful components of agrocenosis (Popov et 

al., 2014). The pre-sowing seed treatment helps to reduce the negative impact of trauma, improves the yielding properties of 

seeds through the application of physical, chemical, biological and other measures to disinfect, improve the germination and 

increase the productivity. In the existing plant protection system the methods of the pre-sowing seed treatment by nature of 

influence are divided into the following basic methods: chemical, biological and physical ones. 

The winter cereal crops treatment provides not only the effective protection of seeds, seedlings, and shoots from the infections, 

but also improves the hibernation of plants in the conditions of the unfavourable autumn and winter periods. The disinfection 

of seeds makes it possible to preserve up to 12 % of the grain yield of winter cereal crops, up to 15 % of spring barley at the 

crop yield capacity of 4.0–5.0 t/ha (Smetanko, 2017). Nowadays the seed treatment with the preparations of not only fungicidal 

but also insecticidal action is becoming more widespread (Gorban, 2013). 
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According to the data of the Central Scientific and Research and Project and Technological Institute of Livestock Mechanization 

and Electrification the effect of the ultraviolet irradiation (UVI) provides the increase in the cereal crops yield by 10–12 % and an 

increase in the protein content of the green mass of corn by 6–10 %; sugar content increases by 12–16 %. The efficiency of this 

method of the pre-sowing seed treatment is confirmed by testing at the seed research stations (Savelev, 1981). The short-term 

and repeated short-term treatments of seeds with the focused wave of UVI raise the yield capacity of cereal crops up to 10–

15 % (Vladykin, 1999). The mass use of the growth regulators became possible only after the creation of the preparations based 

on the analogues of the natural substances. The literature sources indicate that there are the preparations with the application 

rates of dozens of grams or milligrams per ton of seeds or hectare of crops (Vladykin, 1999). 

The technology of the pre-sowing seed treatment with the growth regulators has its positive peculiarities. The preparations 

accelerate the development of the root system at the initial stages of development and such processing can be carried out in 

advance together with the treatment and coat-forming agents at the seed factories or on the farms (Merkushina, 1994). As a 

result of the growth regulators action the mass of the root system increases to 57 % due to the greater number of the secondary 

roots of the cereal crops; the number of spikelets in the ear and the mass of 1000 grains also increase. The increase in the yield 

capacity of winter wheat amounts to 6–25 %, and the protein content in the grain is increased by 0,5–1,7 % (Merkushina, 1994). 

O. Holovko found out that the use of the plant growth regulators enables to directly regulate the most important processes in 

the plant organism, to fully implement the potential possibilities of the variety inherited in the genome by nature and selection 

(Golovko, 1997). It was possible to achieve an increase in the agricultural production by 15–20 % or more by using a number of 

the growth regulators in several countries (Marenich, 2011). V.Yu. Sudenko notices that most preparations for the pre-sowing 

seed treatment have no mechanisms influencing the seed sprouting, shoots formation, density of the crops, and formation of 

the vegetative and reproductive organs of the plants (Sudenko, 2016). 

According to the researches carried out by M.M. Marenych the positive influence of the preparations effecting the growth, 

stimulating the seed germination of winter crops and protecting the seedlings from the stress caused by the lack of moisture 

has been noted (Marenich, 2011). A.O. Shevchenko testifies that when using the pre-sowing application of biological stimulants, 

the field germinating power of winter wheat seed increases by 5 % on the average (Shevchenko & Anishin, 1997). According to 

A.S. Merkushyna the effect of all phyto-regulators depends on their concentration; at the same time the increased concentration 

causes a sharp slowing-down of growth and death of the plants (Merkushina, 1999). L.A. Anishyn notes that the wheat seed 

treatment with the winter growth regulator Emistim C significantly increases the processes of respiration, nutrition and 

photosynthesis and increases the accumulation of chlorophyll in the leaves (Anishin, 1999). In the CAE “Ukraine” of the Buchansk 

district in the Ternopil region, as well as on a number of other farms, the yield capacity of winter wheat increased by 0,5–0,6 t/ha 

when applying Emistim C (Anishin, 1999). At the same time it was found out that the rate of the treatment agents can be reduced 

by 25–30 % by combining the treatment of winter wheat seeds with the plant growth regulator Emistim C without reducing their 

protective effect, and this method can save money. The seed treatment with the growth regulators also significantly improves 

the baking quality of winter wheat grain (Anishin, 1999). 

According to L.Yu. Kerefov when treated the winter wheat seeds with Emistim C at a rate of 10 ml/t, there was an increase in 

the yield by 0.36 t/ha, and treating with Agrostimulin at the same rate gave an increase by 0.44 t/ha at the yield capacity under 

the control of 0.49 t/ha (Kerefova, 2004). The pre-sowing seed incrustation with a tank mixture consisting of a coat-forming 

agent, a growth regulator and a treatment agent under modern technologies of cereal crops cultivation is a very important 

element of technology that contributes to increasing the resistance of plants to stress weather conditions, and as a result, to 

an increase in the productivity (Bezpal'ko et al., 2019). In the conditions of the unstable moistening of the Northern Steppe, the 

use of the plant growth regulators to treat the spring chaffy barley seeds before sowing helped to increase the crop productivity 

by 0.12–0.54 t/ha (3.1–13.8 %) (Sudenko, 2016). 

According to the researches of S.P. Ponomarenko the high efficiency of the growth regulators is stipulated by the content of a 

balanced complex of the biological substances, which accelerates the growth of the green mass and the root system, and 

therefore the nutrients are more actively used, as a result of which the resistance to the diseases, stresses and unfavourable 

weather conditions increases (Ponomareno, 1998). 

O.V. Smetanko notes that the use of the biological preparations based on the microorganisms Bacillus polymyxa, Enterobacter 

nimipressuralis, Aehromopacter album have a positive influence on the quality indices of winter wheat grain. Thus, against the 

background of nitrogen mineral fertilizer application when using the preparation based on Bacillus polymyxa, a mathematically 

significant increase in the gluten content was observed (Smetanko., 2007). According to the researches of L.O. Chaikovska it is 

recommended to carry out the pre-sowing bacterization of winter wheat and spring barley seeds using the biological 

preparations that increase the protein and gluten content in the grain. When using Polymixobacterin, Albobacterin and 

Phosphoenterin the protein content amounted to 13.7 %, 13.2 % and 12.,5 % (under the control it was 9.9 %), the gluten content 

amounted to 31.7 %, 30.0 % and 28.0 % (under the control it was 19.2 %) (Bingham & Topp, 2009). 

The most promising element of the modern technologies for growing winter wheat and spring barley is the pre-sowing seed 

treatment with the biological preparations that stimulate the germination, protect the seeds from the diseases, and eliminate 

the environmental pollution. 

Development of ecological methods for increasing efficiency of pre-sowing treatment of cereal crop seeds and problems that 

need to be solved 

Recently, due to the excessive pollution of the environment as a result of the widespread uncontrolled use of pesticides and 

mineral fertilizers it is very important to look for the alternative farming systems. They are based on biologization, which implies 

a restriction, and in the long term the refusal from using the chemicals, and the wide use of new methods of biological plant 

protection, especially under the unfavourable environmental conditions (Kindruk & Gavrilyuk, 2007). 
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In the researches of the Plant Production Institute named after V.Ya. Yuryev of NAAS and other research institutions of Ukraine 

the influence of different methods of the pre-sowing seed treatment, including the use of the plant growth regulators, biological 

preparations, seed incrustation, ozonization, physical methods of treatment and their combination in comparison with the 

chemical disinfector on the formation of the yield capacity and quality indices of many agricultural crops has been studied for 

many years (Krasilovec, 2014). 

The intensive use of chemicals for the pre-sowing seed treatment while increasing the plants productivity inevitably causes a 

number of the undesirable effects of the environmental and economic characters. The environmental effects of applying 

pesticide are strengthened by their cumulative effect, which is very dangerous for the quality of the products obtained. These 

substances are not natural and therefore cause the carcinogenic and mutagenic effects. At the same time the seed disinfection 

is an obligatory agro-technical measure in the technology of crops cultivation, without which the problem of increasing their 

yield capacity cannot be solved. Therefore, the scientists and practitioners in several countries of the world are passing on to 

the alternative methods of the pre-sowing seed treatment (Krasilovec, 2014). 

One of the most environmentally friendly methods of the pre-sowing seed treatment is the irradiation with microwave field 

(MWF) of extra high frequencies (EHF). The rates of chemicals in the agro-systems are significantly reduced with the 

development of the organic agricultural production in Ukraine. Since 2004 the EU has forbidden the use of the traditional 

methods for the chemical seed treatment in organic farming. This led to the search for the new methods of the pre-sowing 

seed treatment, primarily the physical ones as an alternative to the chemical methods (Drincha & Cydendorzhiev, 2010). 

However, the physical methods (high frequency, microwave and warm air or water treatment) compared with chemical 

disinfection do not influence the diseases communicated to the plants through the soil organisms. The methods of the physical 

seeds treatment that can be used in practice include the long-known method of heat treating. The seeds are heated with water, 

steam or air. The main criterion for this is the combination of the temperature factor (critical for the pests and seeds). The main 

disadvantage of this method is the high water content in the seeds after treatment, which leads to significant energy 

consumption necessary for drying the seeds (Presman, 1956). 

In recent years the methods using the electromagnetic field (EMF) of extra high frequency (EHF) range in the food industry 

(microwave ovens) and for the drying of food and agricultural products have become widespread. The use of high-frequency 

electromagnetic waves in the microwave range for the seed treatment is characterised by a high intensity of heating, as well as 

the penetration of heat into the inner tissues of the grain (Presman, 1956). The probability to reduce its sprouting increases 

significantly. This method is of little use in practice because when drying the surface of the seed, the pathogenic organisms die 

together with the seed. Yet in 1956 the scientist A.S. Pressman proposed the action of the electric waves not only as the thermal 

energy but also as the processes taking place against the background of heating (Presman, 1958). He made an assumption 

about the information influence of the electromagnetic field (EMF) on the biological objects. 

At the present stage the possible mechanisms of EMF influence on the plant organisms are relatively divided into several levels 

(Kalinin, 2002). Firstly, it is the energy influence that has the physical and mechanical basis of the thermal effect (temperature 

rise, and local pressure) and is the most studied. The most uncertain level is the information one, when the flow of the external 

energy can not make significant changes in the thermodynamics of the biological processes, but can affect the processes of 

vital activity of the plant organisms. This approach is implemented at the cellular level and is linked to the biological structures. 

These are the elements of cell membranes that have a significant dipole electric moment (protein and enzymes molecules, etc.) 

(Kalinin, 2002). 

Today it is the information component that has a great scientific interest for both the physicists and biologists. The most 

promising among all physical methods of the pre-sowing seed treatment is the microwave (MW) technology; it is the result of 

many years of the researches of the scientists of the military and industrial complex and the branch science (Shevchenko, 1999). 

Many years of the scientific experiments and experience of a number of the agricultural producers confirm that the microwave 

field suppresses the whole complex of seed infection, which creates an alternative to the chemical method of plant protection 

(Paramonov, 2013). 

The use of the microwave complexes for seed stimulation by the specialists of the leading scientific and research institutions, 

both in Ukraine and abroad, made it possible to identify the reserves for increasing the yield capacity of the agricultural crops. 

According to the results of a number of authors, the attention to the physical method of the pre-sowing seed treatment with a 

microwave field is explained by the fact that a number of technological and economic issues can be solved (Hajdeker, 1982). 

The main ones are an increase in the laboratory and field germination of the seeds, the accelerated plant development and 

ripening, resistance to the frost, drought, pests and pathogens, increase in the biomass, improvement of the production quality 

(starch, protein, etc.), disinfection of seeds and obtaining the environmentally friendly products with the reduced nitrate and 

pesticide content. But the main thing is that the researches connected with testing MW seed stimulation technology occupy a 

special place in the problem of the significant increase in the yield capacity of the field crops (Peresypkin, 1989), that is, they are 

used in order to increase the realization level of the plant productivity potential (Kindruk & Gavrilyuk, 2007). 

The results of the researches carried out at the Selection and Genetic Institute of NAAS indicate that when treated the elite 

seeds of three varieties of soft winter wheat with MW field, the laboratory germination has increased by 2–3 % at the initial 

indices of 95–96 %. The field germination has exceeded the control by 10–12%, and the crop capacity, depending on the variety, 

was exceeded by 12.1–33.6 %. The efficiency of MW treatment of wheat seeds has been confirmed in the researches at the 

genetic level (Kindruk & Gavrilyuk, 2007). The new technology of the pre-sowing seed treatment of winter cereal crops was 

tested under very severe Ukrainian conditions in the winter of 2002–2003, when winter crops were destroyed by frosts over a 

large area. According to the data of the Vinnytsia Research Station, the seeds of winter wheat of Donetska 48 variety, treated 

with MW field not only overwintered, but also yielded 2.5 t/ha, while under the control (the seeds without treatment) the plants 

died. 
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It is known that among the methods that stimulate the growth processes and accelerate the growth and development of plants 

are the physical, chemical and biological ones. According to the authors none of them has been used widely because they are 

insufficiently substantiated; the mechanisms of their action and aftereffect on the seeds have not been disclosed (Shevchenko 

et al., 2007). 

The effect of the biological stimulation of seeds with the energy of the microwave field is manifested in different ways depending 

on the genotype of the plants, variety reaction, as well as the initial quality of seeds. According to the data of the researches 

carried out with winter cereal crops (wheat, and barley) this effect is leveled by the conditions of autumn and winter period, but 

even in such years the increase in the yield was mostly reliable (Timoshenko, Homenko, Vokogon & Tuchnij, 2009). The spring 

cereal crops have a better effect from MW seed stimulation than the winter cereals, which is explained by more favourable 

conditions and a short growing season of the crops, when the energy of MW field has a greater aftereffect on the plant (Kalinin, 

2002). The arid summer conditions of the southern Ukraine are especially vulnerable for the spring cereal crops. The researches 

of the scientists of the Odessa Agrarian University carried out during the very hot summer of 2003 show that the yield capacity 

of nine varieties of spring barley obtained from the seeds treated with MW field exceeded the control crops by 0.3–0.5 t/ha with 

an average yield capacity of 0,83 t/ha as a result of the drought (Presman, 1956). 

The authors investigated the possible mechanisms of MWF action on the biological objects at the functional level, the third after 

the energy and information ones (Kalinin, 2002). The optimum EMF modes that activate the action of the enzyme systems of 

the agricultural crops seeds have been identified; at the same time the structural and functional integrity and biochemical 

composition of the treated seeds have not been damaged. During the vegetation period the intensity of assimilation processes 

has increased. According to the authors the universal character and practical importance of the MW technology consist in the 

fact that along with the increase in the yield capacity of field crops, the technogenic load on the environment is reduced. The 

technology minimizes, and sometimes completely eliminates the application of toxic chemicals, among which the pesticides are 

especially dangerous. Their decomposition in the soil, plants and water is often accompanied by more stable and toxic elements 

in comparison with the initial compounds (Tehnologiya mikrohvilovoyi obrobki…, 2003). The obtained data and the gained 

experience of using different modes of EMF have been widely tested in the laboratory conditions and at the experimental plots 

of different farms and are recommended to be used in the agricultural practice of the pre-sowing seed treatment. 

At present the producers and various design offices propose a large number of installations for the pre-sowing seed treatment 

of the agricultural crops, as well as for drying seeds and other loose materials (Chmil & Lazaryuk, 2016). For example, the 

company “Vozrozhdeniie” (Odessa) has developed the equipment for the pre-sowing seed treatment “Microsteam–2M” (Figure 

1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Microwave installation “Microsteam-2M” 

 

The limited partnership “Energopolis” (Dnipro) has developed the installation AST-3 (Figure 2). 

A microwave installation has also been proposed in Kharkiv by the limited partnership “AVIRON EHF Technology” (Figure 3), 

which has a well-developed technical and scientific base for mass production of the installation and its key elements. 
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Fig. 2. Microwave installation “AST-3” 

 

Several types of the microwave installations (Figure 4) for the pre-sowing seed treatment of the agricultural crops on the basis 

of the microwave modules have been developed at the Belarus State University (Babich et al., 1994). The parameters of the 

irradiation module are selected individually for each crop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Microwave installation AVIRON 
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Fig. 4.  Installations for pre-sowing seed treatment, drying and disinfection with MWF of EHF 

 

The biological preparations based on the beneficial microorganisms along with the physical methods for the seed treatment 

with the microwaves are becoming widespread in the agricultural practice (Chmil & Lazaryuk, 2016). 

The researches of the recent years testify that among the new nontraditional reserves for increasing the productivity of the 

cereal spike crops that do not require the significant extra costs there is a widespread introduction of the plant growth 

regulators of a new generation (Kalinina & Ronzhina, 2010). The order of the Ministry of APC and UAAS №330/113 “On the 

Introduction of New Growth Regulators” dated 18.10.1999 emphasise that the Ukrainian preparations are the highly profitable 

reserves for increasing the yield capacity, especially in the conditions of the insufficient supply of soil with the nutrients and 

since 20000 it has been recommended to the specialists of the farms to apply the new growth regulators as an obligatory 

agricultural measure (Rekomendaciyi…., 2005). 

The growth regulators at very small rates help to accelerate the growth and development, increase the productivity and improve 

the quality of the agricultural plant products. Penetrating into the plants, they are involved in the metabolism, activate the 

biochemical processes, and increase the level of the plant vital activity. The regulators influence the system of hormonal 

regulation, which determines the nature of the most important physiological processes, in particular, accelerates the formation 

of new plant organs and the beginning of flowering and ripening (Bespalko & Buryak, 2014) 

On the experimental winter wheat crops of the Chernihiv Agricultural Station the number of the productive stems increased by 

16,1–17,1 % under the influence of the biological stimulants (Kosolap, 2008). In the nearest future the combination of the 

microwave technology with the subsequent seed treatment with the plant growth regulators should become a perspective 

direction of science and practical agriculture since it gives the possibility to solve a number of problems of the agricultural 

production in a complex. 

 

Conclusions 
The increase in the cereal spike crops yield capacity under the current change of the climatic conditions in Ukraine will have a 

positive tendency in the nearest future, but the sustainable grain production under sharp weather fluctuations is possible only 

with the improvement of the agro-technological systems. The pre-sowing seed treatment with chemical synthesis pesticides 

remains the main method in the agricultural industry today. However, the pesticides inevitably have a negative influence on 

the ecosystem of any level.  
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A more environmentally friendly method of seed treatment under the intensive technology is the combination of the microwave 

seed irradiation and seed incrustation with the plant growth regulators that provide an increase in the cereal crops yield 

capacity up to 15–20%. 

It is possible to reduce the negative influence of chemical measures on the quality of the cereal crops seeds by using for the 

seed treatment a mixture of a treatment agent with the preparations having the stimulating properties. The most promising 

among all physical methods of the pre-sowing seed treatment is the microwave technology which suppresses the entire 

complex of the seed infection and can become an alternative to the chemical method of plant protection. 

The universal character and practical importance of MW technologies in combination with the growth regulating substances 

consist not only in the increase in the yield capacity of the field crops, but also in reducing the technogenic load on the 

environment. The peculiarity of EMF of EHF application in the agricultural production is the necessity to take into account the 

specific electro-physical, technological and biological properties of the crops, which high heterogeneity greatly influences the 

action of the electromagnetic energy and the final result. 
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